Application Security Made Easy

ThreadFix & Checkmarx

Checkmarx has partnered with Denim Group to oﬀer a
comprehensive view of your application security testing results,
allowing organizations to eliminate software risk from the ﬁrst
stages of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC).
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By pairing Checkmarx CxSAST’s powerful static application security
testing tool with Denim Group‘s Threadﬁx dashboard tool,
customers enjoy highly-accurate, consistent results paired with
actionable insights. Extending their coverage by leveraging the
power of multiple application security testing tools enables
customers to easily prioritize high-risk issues, cut down on false
positives, and quickly distribute relevant security information to all
application stakeholders.

The Integration of Checkmarx and ThreadFix
Provides:
Consolidate, de-duplicate and merge application security
testing results from over 30 scanning tools and manual
assessments. This integration enables customers to
easily funnel results from CxSAST, along with other
security testing, into one hybrid analysis mapping tool,
validating disparate security testing results and
eliminating time-consuming manual test-correlation,
freeing up time to remediate high-risk security issues.
Enjoy faster vulnerability remediation with easy issue
prioritization and the ability to send vulnerability data to
the defect tracking and change management tools used
by
software
development
teams.
Application
vulnerabilities discovered through CxSAST and your suite
of security testing tools are quickly consolidated and
translated into software defects and sent to development
teams through the tools they already use, enabling the
reduction of false positives and faster ﬁxes on the real
security issues.

Powerful reporting and analytics allow for smart
remediation decisions, based on data and risk
analysis, and the ability to generate user-friendly
compliance and progress reports for management
and other application stakeholders. One centralized
dashboard provides accurate data and analysis for
vital tracking requirements, including mean-time-toremediate and vulnerability windows across your
application portfolio.

ThreadFix Vulnerability Management with
Checkmarx Results:

How CxSAST Integrates with ThreadFix:
CxSAST

Other AST Tools

About Denim Group Denim Group develops secure software, helps organizations assess and mitigate risk with existing software, and provides
training on best practices in software security. The company built ThreadFix to bridge the gap between security and software development teams
by aggregating vulnerability test results from static and dynamic application security scanning tools.
About Checkmarx Checkmarx has established itself as a leading developer of Application Security testing solutions, best known for its Static
Application Security Testing (SAST) solution. The company's customers include 4 of the world's top 10 software vendors and hundreds of Fortune
500 and SMB organizations from all industries.
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